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SURGICAL APPROACHES TO ADRENAL MALIGNANCIESRADICAL PROSTATECTOMY IN PRIMARY CLINICALLY 
OLIGOMETASTATIC PROSTATE CANCER

INTRODUCTION
Primary adrenal cortical carcinoma is a rare endocrine neoplasm with a worldwide incidence of 
approximately 2 per 1 million population. Adrenal cortical carcinomas are slightly more common 
in women (58.6%) than in men (41.4%). Incidentally discovered adrenal masses, on the other 
hand, are relatively common, being found in 7% of individuals at autopsy. Most commonly, they 
are benign nonfunctioning adrenocortical adenomas. Metastases to the adrenal glands from 
malignant solid tumors occur with moderate frequency. Complete surgical resection is the only 
potentially curative treatment. Open approach until mid-1990s but currently lap/robotic approach 
is gaining widespread use.
SURGICAL INDICATIONS
The size of the mass remains the single best indicator of malignancy. Preoperative imaging or 
endocrine studies rarely yield a definite diagnosis of malignancy when the diameter of the adrenal 
tumor ≤ 5. Adrenal tumors with a diameter of about 12 cm are suitable for laparoscopic surgery but 
that tumors with infiltrating the surrounding tissues on preoperative imaging are not.
TECHNIQUE
Details of surgical technique of laparoscopic and open adrenalectomy discussed
DISCUSSION
Among the 10 studies that compared the outcomes obtained with laparoscopic adrenalectomy and 
open adrenalectomy for adrenal cortical carcinoma, 5 noted no statistically significant difference 
between the 2 groups in the oncological outcomes of recurrence and disease free survival, 
whereas the remaining 5 reported inferior outcomes in the laparoscopic group
CONCLUSION
Laparoscopic adrenalectomy for ACC seems to be a feasible procedure. A first priority is intact 
removal of the tumor without tearing it. It also is essential not to persist unreasonably with 
laparoscopic procedures if they become too difficult but to switch immediately to open surgery. 
Randomized controlled studies needed that compare the outcomes of OA versus LA in patients 
with ACC

Metastatic prostate cancer has traditionally been treated with systemic therapy alone, however the 
survival remains pure. Many experts believe, that oligometastatic disease represents intermediate 
step in cancer evolution between localized and widely metastatic disease. The role of aggressive 
local therapy for oligometastatic prostate cancer has been a hot topic over the past few years. 
There is no consensus on how to define oligometastatic prostate cancer.

Retrospective data from 18 studies shown a survival benefit by the addition of local treatment to 
ADT in men with de novo mPCa, whereas one study including prospective data did not confirm this 
result. Retrospective Analysis of our data on the surgical management of clinically oligometastatic 
prostate cancer is provided. 

Conclusions: Radical surgery can be recommended exclusively selectively for men with 
oligomethastatic prostate cancer who are highly motivated for aggressive cancer treatment, have 
a good performance status and resectable prostate tumor. Three-year and five-year survival of 
men with oligometastatic prostate cancer after radical surgery, is significantly higher compared to 
survival rates of men with metastatic cancer, who received only systemic therapy (despite the fact 
that adjuvant treatments were used with a long delay and some preoperatively CRPC men were 
included in the analysis).
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POST-PROSTATECTOMY RADIOTHERAPY: 
ADJUVANT OR (EARLY-) SALVAGE?

Following RP, there is international consensus that recurrent cancer may be defined by two 
consecutive PSA values of>0.2 ng/ml and rising. Adjuvant and salvage Radiotherapy after 
prostatectomy: AUA/ASTRO Guideline:  biochemical (PSA) recurrence after surgery is defined 
as a detectable PSA level >0.2 ng/ml with a second confirmatory level > 0.2 ng/ml. EAU/
ESTRO guidelines state that patients with a PSA rise from the undetectable range with salvage 
radiotherapy should be at least 66Gy and should be given early (PSA <0.5ng/ml). However, not all 
rising PSAs are the same.

The article: “Assessing the optimal timing for early salvage radiation therapy in patients with 
prostate-specific antigen rise after radical prostatectomy” tells us: Multi-institutional series of 716 
pN0 pts after RP Undetectable post-RP PSA:  better cancer control when  “early” salvage RT for 
rising-PSA ≤ 0,5 ng/ml  administered at the very first sign of PSA rise. 

conclusions: a postop rising PSA is not infrequent after RP for (high risk), not all rising PSAs have 
the same (innocent) impact on PCSM “classical” PSA cut-off values (0.2, 0.5 ng/ml)  may not be 
adequate to trigger sRT (or esRT). Probably a more “personalized” model should be adopted  a 
non-negligible group of pts may benefit from aRT after RP.

MAURIZIO BRAUSI

Chairman ESOU                                                                                                              

Scientific Director Hesperia Hospital Modena, ITALY

BLADDER SPARING APPROACH TO MIBC

Bladder cancer is a worldwide health risk, with more than 350,000 new cases identified annually. 
An estimated 74,690 cases of urinary bladder cancer were diagnosed in the United States in 2014, 
of which 30% were muscle-invasive. According to EAU guidelines Radical cystectomy is the best 
treatment option for patients with muscle invasive bladder cancer (MIBC), however the rate of 
potential complications still remains very high. Bladder preservation (BP) should be considered. 

Trimodality treatment approach towards MIBC includes Maximal TURBT + RT (40Gy) and 
concurrent Chemo (Cisplatin based): Re-TURBT and assessment of response. Incomplete 
response on this type of management can already be considered an indication for radical 
cystectomy, when in case of coplete response trimodality treatment should be continued. On the 
other hand harms like toxicity, increased risk of lymphnode metastases because of the delay is 
also an issue to discuss. 

BP is recommended only in selected, well informed and compliant pts in whom RC is not considered 
for clinical or personal reasons. A T0 status after the first TUR or Chemo is a prognostic positive 
variable. Tur alone or chemo alone are not recommended as primary treatment of localized BC for 
BP strategy. A multimodality treatment (Tur + Chemo or RT, TUR+ RT +Chemo) is the best choice.
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HOW HAVE RECOMMENDATIONS AGAINST PROSTATE 
CANCER SCREENING IMPACTED THE INCIDENCE AND 

MORTALITY OF PROSTATE CANCER IN THE US?

The importance of PSA as a biomarker for prostate cancer is immense.  PSA has greater impact on 
cancer detection, staging, prognosis, and monitoring for prostate cancer than any biomarker has had 
on any other cancer. It is more accessible, ubiquitous, quantitative, reproducible, and accurate than 
any other cancer biomarker. There has been compelling evidence presented for its effectiveness as 
a screening tool, and its mid-life levels predict lifetime risk of PC metastasis/death with impressive 
accuracy. Since its first use in the US, it has significantly reduced the incidence of metastatic PC. 

The US preventative services task force (USPSTF) was created in 1984 as an independent, volunteer 
panel of national experts in prevention and evidence based medicine. Its goal is to improve the health 
of all Americans by making evidence-based recommendations about clinical preventive services such 
as screenings, counseling, and preventative medications. In 2017 the USPSTF has given the C and 
D recommendation for PSA screening of men aged 55-69, and 70 and above, respectively, softening 
its original recommendation from 2012. The American Urologic Association (AUA) strongly disagrees 
with the USPSTF’s recommendation and suggests not to screen men aged 40 and below, screen men 
aged 55 and below only if there is increased risk, for 55-69 – the AUA recommends shared decision 
making based on patients’ values and preferences, and no screening is recommended for men aged 
70 and above, or those with less than 10-15 years of life expectancy. Studies have shown that across 
the US PC screening has gone down since the original USPSTF recommendation in 2012.

Most urologic organizations agree that there is little or no benefit in PSA screening among men aged 
75 and above, or in men with 10-15 year life expectancy. Additionally, it is known that screening 
can be harmful in can result in over-diagnosing indolent disease, leading to over-treatment. Those 
considering screening should have an informed discussion with their provider. 

Conclusion: the latest USPSTF recommendations, have caused a decrease in PC testing, incidence 
and localized disease, and there is an evident rise in metastatic disease. The most current data 
support selective, informed testing.

CHRISTOPHER P. EVANS, MD, FACS

Professor and Chairman

Department of Urology, 

University of California, Davis School of Medicine,

UC Davis Comprehensive Cancer Center

President, Society of Urologic Oncology

FRANK KAHMAN

Urologist; specialty: LDR-brachytherapy, Meoclinic, Berlin

PROSTATE BRACHYTHERAPY – PRESENT AND FUTURE

Prostate seed brachytherapy is a well established treatment option for prostate cancer. Several 
hundred thousand patients have been treated in the last 20 years. 

Most national and international guide-lines recommend the use of seed brachytherapy for low 
and intermediate prostate cancers. A recent prospective randomized trial showed superior results 
for combined brachytherapy boost with external beam as compared to external beam alone. The 
results also suggest superiority to radical prostatectomy series.

More advanced diagnostic tools such as multiparametric MRI and fusion biopsy techniques will 
give more information about the size and location of the tumor. This may lead to new treatment 
strategies and may result in focal therapy techniques. Focal brachytherapy is one of the modalities 
to safely deliver a focal therapy.
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ACTIVE SURVEILLANCE FOR 
PROSTATE CANCER IN GEORGIA

Overdiagnosis and subsequent overtreatment are important side effects of screening for and 
early detection of prostate cancer. Active surveillance (AS) is of growing interest as an alternative 
to radical treatment of low-risk PCa. AS aims to reduce overtreatment whilst ensuring curative 
treatment for those in whom it is needed, without losing the window of curability.

Establishment of Screening Center in Tbilisi and major cities permited to check total and free PSA 
in population from 55 to 70 years. Unfortunately, all activities on PCa diagnostic achievements, 
modern treatment strategies are not covered on TV and other media as it is in the Western countries. 
According to the data of other countries, the number of people involved in active surveillance 
is insignificant. This also applies to the standard of diagnostic measures and researches to be 
implemented in the country and the national protocol of the guidelines to be developed, in which 
this Association, Urologist’s Association and all interested associations and societies should take 
part in consensus development.

PROFESSOR GEORGE BOTCHORISHVILI, MD

Georgian Association of Men’s Health

HIGH-RISK PROSTATE CANCER, SURGERY FIRST?

High-risk localized and locally advanced prostate cancer will kill a number of patients and therefore 
this specific group of men deserve the best possible treatment in order to decrease the cancer 
specific death rates. 

In high-volume centers the total numbers of radical prostatectomies performed for low-risk is 
decreasing while those performed for high-risk prostate cancer are increasing while a couple of 
years ago those patients where preferably treated with radiotherapy and androgen deprivation 
therapy. 

The toxicity of androgen deprivation therapy and the implications and possible complications 
of radiotherapy are nowadays well documented and more and more studies show that an initial 
surgical approach for high-risk prostate cancer is likely to positively impact on progression free, 
cancer specific and maybe overall survival. 

A careful analysis of what is available in the literature today comparing the functional and 
oncological outcomes adds arguments to prefer radical prostatectomy above radiotherapy and 
hormones although the superiority of one above the other should be demonstrated in a large 
prospective randomized trial. 

For the time being we need to individualize our treatment strategy in accordance with the patients 
choice.

HENDRIK VAN POPPEL, MD, PHD

professor in urology University Hospitals KU Leuven, Belgium
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TREATMENT OF METASTATIC RENAL CELL 
CARCINOMA IN 2018

In patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma overall survival was compared between the 
Tivozanib and Sunitinib groups. Patients with better clear-cell carcinoma prognosis standard 
therapy includes sunitinib, pazopanib, bevacizumab+IFN and Tivozanib. However, in this 
case another treatment option might be high dose IL2. Cabozantinib is approved for clear-cell 
intermediate and poor risk population, while Nivolumab+Ipilimunab is not. Cabozantinib is an oral, 
small molecule inhibitor of tyrosine kinase inhibing MET, VGFE receptors and AXL. The schedule 
and curves are shown, which compare CABOZANTINIB and SUNITINIB as an initial target therapy 
for patients  with metastatic  renal cell carcinoma  in poor  or intermediate risk patients.  ESMO 
2018 gudelines approved that the following agents:sunitinib, pazopanib, bevacizumab+IFN , 
Tivozanib are only appropriate for intermediate and poor risk patients, when cabo or nivo-ipi are 
not available. It is not wrong to use sunitinib in intermediate risk patients with schedules. We 
should never forget the importance of local treatment. 

ESMO 2018 guidelines  for second line therapy show that  now in clear-cell carcinoma, NIVOLUMAB 
and CABOZANTINIB are apporpriate for second–line standart therapy. Current players in second–
line mRCC, nivolumab, cabozantinib and combination of lenvatinib+everolimus improve ORR, but 
nivolumab and cabozantinib improve OS. 

Conclusion: ESMO 2018 gudelines, nivo+ipi is the first choice in patients  with intermediate  and 
poor risk. Cabozintinib is already an option in this population. When two new first line  options 
are not available, outcomes can also be optized with classical TKL’s  schedule, breaks in local 
treatment. Current primary clinical decision is choosing between IO and TKL in first line. However, 
histology and new biomarker related to gene signatures will soon drive decisions. Every patient 
can not benefit from IO due  to immune escape mechanisms, but the combination  can overcome. 
it. First data  suggest that combos will lead to a new paradigm shift  in the treatment of mRCC.

MANUELA SCHMIDINGER

Program Director for Renal cell carcinoma,

Vienna Medical University

TREATMENT OF ADVANCED AND METASTATIC 
PROSTATE CANCER - THE MORE, 

THE EARLIER, THE BETTER?

The key question: the more the earlier the better. Adding more treatment early improves survival.

According to ESMO, ADT plus DOCETAXEL is recommended as first line treatment of metastatic, 
hormone naive disease in men fit enough for chemotherapy. ADT + ABIRATERONE may also 
be considered as first–line treatment for metastatic, hormone-naïve diseases. Docetaxel or 
ABYRP to ADT is current standard of care.  There is no indication that one of the above mentioned 
agents would provide superior OS over another.  Before initiating the individual treatment, we 
must consider ongoing trials evaluating combinations of systemic agents and local treatments 
in mHNPC, as treatments administered early will have influence over subsequent treatment 
decisions. There is benefit of addition of ABIRATERONE –prednisolone to ADT also in low risk 
patients. Prostate radiotherapy did not improve survival in unselected patients with metastatic 
prostate cancer.  However, prostate radiotherapy did improve survival in men with low burden of 
the disease (“low volume”).

Key points: 1. Adding more treatment early improves survival; 2. Safety profiles, patient related 
factors, treatment administration, duration of treatment, patient preference and cost to be included 
in decision making. 3. Receiving all treatment options provides the best results. 4. Treatments 
administered early will influence subsequent treatment decisions.

MARIA DE SANTIS CHARITÉ 

Chair, Section of Interdisciplinary Genitourinary Cancer Medicine, 

Charite Medical University, Berlin
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ROLE OF RADICAL PROSTATECTOMY 
IN METASTATIC  PROSTATE CANCER

Traditionally, metastatic cancer is considered to be incurable, and the goal of treatment is the 
prolongation of life and improvement of its quality. Therefore, in metastatic setting Surgery is usually 
reserved for palliation of symptoms in patients with bleeding and intractable pain. 

What about surgery as therapy? Metastatic cancer is a systemic disease and needs systemic 
treatment. Surgery in metastatic cancer is cytoreductive, it decreases tumor burden and is often 
associated with serious morbidity and mortality and risk to benefit ratio is high. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that local therapy is not routinely recommended for patients presenting with stage IV 
disease but the role of local treatment in metastatic cancer is gaining interest as some data indicate 
that it may improve survival.

Role of surgery in metastatic cancer goes beyond local treatment of the primary tumor.  In high-
volume centers Number of metastasectomies is increasing dramatically for many cancers. High-
volume centers are driving the trends in the performance of metastasectomy. Role of surgery in 
stage IV cancer is evolving. Apart from palliative indication surgery has become an integral part of 
multimodal approach in many solid tumors. 

Potential benefit of local therapy in metastatic PCa was for the first time demonstrated in the SWOG 
8894 trial which randomized 1,286 men with mPCA to orchiectomy plus placebo vs orchiectomy plus 
flutamide. RP before ADT had a significant impact on CSS with a 51% risk reduction and 30% risk 
of death reduction for overall survival compared with no earlier definitive treatment and implicated a 
potential role for local therapy.  

Previous radical prostatectomy (RP) prior to MPCa was associated with a decreased risk of death 
implicated a potential role for local therapy.

Selection of the right patients may be the single most important factor in outcomes.  This is precisely 
what makes trials so difficult.  Future randomized studies are needed to provide better data.

VSEVOLOD MATVEEV

President, Russian Association of Oncologic Urology. Scientific 

Director of N.N.Blokhin National Cancer Research Center, Chief of 

Oncourology Department, Moscow

PARTIAL NEPHRECTOMY IN PATIENTS WITH UPPER 
TRACT UROTHELIAL CARCINOMA (UTUC)

UTUC is rare but potentially aggressive disease.  UTUC is approximately 5-10% of all urothelial 
tumors and 8% of all renal tumors.  Estimated annual incidence is 1-2/100,000. More than 60% of 
patients presenting with invasion at diagnosis, 2-6% of them have recurrence in the contralateral 
UTUC. Overall Prognosis is poor, with 5-year extravesical recurrence -28% and overall survival 
rates – 23%.

Renal function affects overall survival and eligibility for chemotherapy (only 20 % eligible after 
RNU), so the key reasons of actuality of partial nephrectomy are:  1) High volume of patients with 
localized disease progress and need Chemotherapy postoperatively; 2) Locally advanced UTUC 
survive better with NeoA/A chemo; 3) High rates of CKD make patient ineligible for chemotherapy. 
Chronic kidney disease is common in UTUC patients, Median decrease in GFR after RNU=~20%. 

Starting from 2008 we conducted a prospective study. Our Aim was to asses functional and 
oncological outcomes of UUTC patients with preserved kidney function undergoing organ-sparing 
surgery. 105 patients were operated, All tumors were high risk according to EAU. 34 patients (32%) 
had organ-sparing surgery, from which 10 patients had Partial nephrectomy with calyx resection.

In conclusion, UUTC often debut with renal function decrease which influences survival. High 
levels of disease progression prompt to seek better treatment techniques. Organ-sparing surgery 
is privilege in cases of preserved renal function, but can be crucial and needs further investigation.

E. STAKHOVSKY, M. PIKUL

National cancer institute, Kyiv, Ukrain;   

Department of plastic and reconstructive oncourology

Head of the department: prof. E. Stakhosky  Speaker: M.Pikul 
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PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS OF 
MINIMAL INVASIVE OR ORGAN PRESERVING 
THERAPY IN KIDNEY AND BLADDER CANCER

TUR-B equals minimal invasive surgery. But is TUR-B- easy daily routine?  it requires Quality of 
surgical technique . The resent prospective study included 34 pts. who underwent TUR-B. Procedures 
were performed by residents-  supervised by attendings Intraoperatively, no perforations recognized. 
However Postoperatively: Blind evaluation by a single radiologist with Cystogram (400 ml saline 
diluted contrast) showed Leaking / bladder perforation in 50%! All perforation extraperitoneally, 
managed conservatively.

UTUC: renal preservation strategies??

We have two risk groups for UTUC: low-risk UTUC-unifocal, tumor size <1sm, low-grade cytology, 
low-grade URS biopsy, no invasion suspect on CT-urogram and another one is high-risk UTUC-
Hydronephrosis, tumor size >1sm, high-grade cytology, high-grade URS biopsy, multifocal desease. 
We can offer kidney-sparring management as primary treatment option to pacients with low-risk 
tumors, however, radical nephroureterectomy is the treatment of choice for high-risk urothelial 
carcinoma, regardless of tumor location.

In addition, retrospective cohort study: 3 surgeons, different centers, 3.800 pts. mean PSM and mean 
OT calculated for all 3 surgeons at intervals of 50 RARP`s. Shows that:  Improvement in % of PSM 
rates begins after 800 robotic procedures !

Conclusions:

Core competency: Surgical skills Looking for talents, Selection, Teaching / Training, Motivation

S.C. MÜLLER

Director, Department of Urology, University of Bonn. 

Ex. President German Society of Urology

RENAL CELL CARCINOMA: CYTOREDUCTION, 
EMBOLIZATION AND TARGETED THERAPY

Despite annual reform in the field of medicine, new technical features, changes and improvements 
in the management of the disease, as well as the introduction of screening programs, there is a 
tendency of constant growth of cases of renal cell carcinoma and of the mortality. During this 
disease, each stage requires an individual approach and depending on the prevalence of the 
disease, the type and the treatment can vary significantly.

Based on retrospective data, cytoreductive nephrectomy is recommended to petients with good 
Karnofsky performance scale index, in cases of large primary tumor or small metastatic volume.

According to the recommendations, embolization of the renal artery is indicated to patients 
with contraindications for surgery or to inoperable cases, to relieve symptoms, including gross 
hematuria, unuseful treated with conservative therapy and to alleviate the pain caused by cancer. 
Currently, this intervention is used less frequently, probably because of the lack of prospective 
randomized trials, which are in the process and in the future there is a possibility to solve them, 
and embolization of renal artery will become one of the important stages of the treatment of renal 
cell carcinoma.

Basic studies in the field of targeted treatment have been carried out for the clear-cell type of renal 
cell carcinoma, therefore for the remaining types of renal cell cancer the presentation of reliable 
and verified data is not possible.

The use of tactics of treatment of patients with renal cell carcinoma should be informed, as part of a 
negotiated solution of the patient and the doctor, and in scientific research. However, it’s important 
to mention that the duration of the disease and the prognosis is in the strict order associated with 
the right and competent selection of patients.

V.H. SHAHSUVARYAN, 

NI.R. MELKONYAN

National Center of Oncology named after V.A. FANARJIAN
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FLUORESCENT CYSTOSCOPY-ASSISTED TUR: 
DOES IT AFFECT OUTCOME IN NMIBC PATIENTS?

Challenges for NMIBC treatment have been the same for many years High rate 
of recurrence and risk of progression remain the main causes of BC mortality 
(cause specific mortality).The reason is in great part connected with poor 
quality of surgical resection of cancer tissue.

Dr Brausi showed us high variability in early RR after TUR between different institutions in Europe. From 
the repeat TUR series we know that in selected cases we could find residual cancer in up to 76% of pts. 

Recent analysis of American SEER database indicated that 30% of T1 cases in common practice did not 
have muscle tissue in the specimen that proves that TUR was too gentle and possibly incomplete. Final 
results of a number of mapping studies showed that many bladder tumors recur at the same site. So the 
quality of surgery is often suboptimal and urologists should be acknowledged with their personal statistics 
according to bladder tumour recurrence rate.

Following the advice of Griffiths  Kockelbergh (British) in their editorial in European Urology   we compared 
RFS in 5 staff surgeons mostly involved in the endoscopic bladder surgery. Significant variation in RR 
between different surgeons was obvious.  This differences remained the same after adjustment of the risk 
group and use of adjuvant therapy.

What are the implications of these results?
First of all- TURB is not a “simple” surgery as regarded by many. As all story with Surgeon or Clinic volume 
tells us –simple surgery experience does not play significant role for providing better results
Second – the surgeon in an important variable and this fact is underestimated in clinical trials but may 
modify treatment results, as impact of the surgeon is in the range of efficacy of intravesical therapy. 
And third – Early RR is important quality indicator.

How could we improve this situation:
Tthere are some technical solutions that could help surgeons to improve their performance and Blue 
Light cystoscopy is one of the them. However almost the same set of experts in 2017 according to Europ 
Guidelines did not mention FC in the initial management of NMIBC patients.
This year we could celebrate 25th anniversary since landmark Kriegmair publication. Since then numerous 
diagnostic studies appeared, showing better sensitivity then standard WL cystoscopy, with greatest benefit 
in the additional detection of CIS and also papillary tumors.

Final messages to the audience are following: 
Do high quality TURB slowly, systematically, and rather aggressively understand disease you treat (that 
is mean modify your technique according to risk). check and crosscheck completeness of surgery. Know 
your recurrence rate. Use FC (ALA or HAL) they are probably nearly the same. If Limited resources? Invest 
in your surgical skills.

SERGEY POLYAKOV

Chief, Department of Oncourology Belarusian Cancer Center

PER-ANDERS ABRAHAMSSON MD, PHD

Professor, Lund University, Sweden

Past Secretary General European Association of Urology

PROSTATE CANCER EPIDEMIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS

According to the statistics of 2008, prostate cancer is the leading cause of death in men across the 
world. Refinements in early detection and treatment of prostate cancer can lead to theoretic cure 
of a potentially disabling and deadly disease. Prevention is so much better than healing because 
it saves the labour of being sick. Prevention policy is the major focus on what modern medicine 
should shift their attention to and the same is true in case of prostate cancer (PC). Several theories 
do exist in terms of prevention of PC, including circumcision in males and frequents ejaculation 
that can be associated with PC. However, prevalence of PC varies among the world, due to race, 
testosterone level, dietary habits and lifestyle.  The whole point is to put prevention before starting 
treatment. 

Conclusion: Treatment modalities should be based on finding a balance and use the right timing in 
order to maximise benefits, such as decreasing morbidity and PC mortality and to minimise harm, 
such as decreasing overdiagnosis and overtreatment.
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DR. OLEKSANDR STAKHOVSKYI

Plastic and Reconstructive OncoUrology Department of 

National Cancer Institute, Kyiv, Ukraine 

ZAAL KOKAIA, PROFESSOR

Stem Cell Center

Lund University, Lund Sweden

MODIFIED URETEROCUTANEOSTOMY 
AFTER RADICAL CYSTECTOMY. QULIATY OF LIFE

PROSTATE CANCER STEM CELLS - CURRENT STATUS 
AND FUTURE CHALLENGES 

Bladder cancer treatment challenges in Ukraine is defined for following reasons:  Overuse(Abuse) 
of endoscopic tumor resections, low number of centers with experience and high volumes for 
radical cystectomy, few centers performing neobladders, some centers still recommend use of 
Rx as a treatment option for muscle invasive bladder cancer and patients unwilling to do radical 
cystectomy due to potential decrease in quality of life.

“Typical” patients, that are met in tertiary center in Ukraine with several burden factors: Post 
several surgeries for T2 disease (open resections and TURBTs), locally advanced cancer  with 
chronic kidney disease, Patients  with MIBC with hematuria (anemia) after radiation, with pain 
syndrome, with high risk for progression.

Modified ureterocutaneostomy after radical cystectomy surgical technique mainly include following 
key steps:  Transfering of the right ureter on the left side; Creating the channel in the mesentery of 
sigmoid colon for both ureters ; Skin incision and cutting out lateral trigonums; Bringing ureters to 
skin and cutaneous platen formation; Everting of mucosa and stents fixation.

In conclusion, Radical or salvage cystectomy remains the last treatment option for patients with 
severe symptoms and locally advanced or metastatic disease. Quality of life in patients after UU 
showed similar levels compared to patients with Bricker diversion after radical cystectomy in 
MIBCa. UU is simple, reproducible technique with low operative time and acceptable complications 
rates. UU is indicated to reduce or eliminate symptoms of late stages of BCa and to improve QoL.

Cancer stem cells (CSCs) represent the main target of the current efforts to eradicate cancer, 
because of their ability to promote metastatic dissemination and survive cytotoxic therapies. 
Currently, the potential of patient-derived CSCs as an in vitro and in vivo pre-clinical model and 
of liquid biopsy as a diagnostic, prognostic and predictive tool is widely considered as promising 
approach. Recently several therapeutic strategies aiming at specifically targeting the cancer stem 
cell population, particularly focusing on the latest advances in cancer immunotherapy, have been 
developed. In fact, it is now widely accepted that the microenvironment plays an active role in 
supporting tumor progression. Hence, the crosstalk between CSCs and the host immune system 
is nowadays object of intensive study, with the aim to develop effective therapeutic strategies 
targeting the ability of CSCs to escape immune-surveillance through immunoediting. 

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in men and the second most 
common cause of cancer-related mortality among men in the developed world. Conventional 
anti-PCa therapies include surgery, radiation, hormonal ablation, and chemotherapy. Despite 
increasing efforts, these therapies are not effective for patients with advanced and/or metastatic 
disease. In most cases, cancer therapies fail due to an incomplete depletion of tumor cells, 
resulting in tumor relapse. The CSC hypothesis is an emerging model that explains many of the 
molecular characteristics of PCa as well as the tendency of cancers to relapse, metastasize, and 
develop resistance to conventional therapies. The existence of PCa stem cells offers a theoretical 
explanation for many uncertainties  regarding PCa and also for treatment resistance and disease 
progression once clinical cure is achieved. Therapies targeting CSCs might therefore lead to 
more effective cancer treatments, divergent from a traditional anti-proliferative approach, based 
on tumor bulk reduction accompanied by CSC-specific inhibition. The presentation focuses on 
reviewing the historical perspective as well as concepts regarding stem cells and CSCs in PCa. In 
addition, we report possible strategies and new clinical approaches that address the CSC-based 
concept of tumorigenesis in PCa.
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პროფესორი გიორგი ბურკაძე

თბილისის სახელმწიფო სამედიცინო უნივერსიტეტის 

მოლეკულური პათოლოგიის მიმართულების ხელმძღვანელი 

საქართველოს პათოლოგთა და ციტოლოგთა ასოციაციის 

პრეზიდენტი

დავით ფარღლავა

დ. ფარღალავა.  ნ. ბოხუას სახ. კარდიოვასკულარული   

ცენტრი, თბილისი

შარდის ბუშტის კიბოს ჰისტოლოგიური ვარიანტების 
მახასიათებლები და კლინიკური მნიშვნელობა

ვენური თრომბოემბოლიზმი (VTE)  
 ონკოლოგიურ პაციენტებში 

კვლევის მიზანია შ/ბ-ის უროთელური კარცინომის  ქვეტიპების დიფერენცირება, 
ცალკეული ქვეტიპის მახასიათებლებიდან გამომდინარე  მათი ზუსტი კლინიკური 
მენეჯმენტი.

მიუხედავად, ოპერაციული მიდგომების გაუმჯობესებისა, პერიოპერაციული და 
პოსტოპერაციული მანეჯმენტი, ისევე როგორც გამოსავალი შარდის ბუშტის ინვაზიური 
უროთელური კარცინომის მქონე პაციენტებში, მნიშვნელოვნად შეცვლილი არ არის. 
ამჟამინდელი მენეჯმეტი, დაფუძვნებულია ჰისტოპათოლოგიურ მახასიათებლებზე, 
რომელიც ინდივიდუალურად განსაზღვრავს თითოეული პაციენტის კლინიკურ  
გამოსავალს. თითოეულ პაციენტში, სიმსივნურ დაზიანებაში გამოვლენლია 
განსხვავებული მოლეკულური პროფილი, სხვადასხა უჯრედული გზების რეგულაციით, 
კანცეროგენეზის განსხვავებული ტიპითა და პროგრესიით. აღნიშნული გზების 
ცვლილებებში ჩართულია უჯრედის ციკლის რეგულაცია, აპოპტოზი, ანგიოგენეზი, 
უჯრედის სასიგნალო გზები და ინვაზიის ხარისხი, რაც განსაზღვრას დაავადების 
კლინიკურ ქცევასა და გამოსავალს 

1. ინვაზიური უროთელური კარცინომის დიაგნოსტიკის დროს შეფასებული უნდა იქნას 
სიმსივნის ქვეტიპი. 

2.სასურველია განხორციელდეს იმუნოჰისტოქიმიური გამოკვლევა ბაზალური და 
ლუმინალური მარკერების, პროლიფერაციული მარკერის Ki67-ის და ონკოპროტეინ 
P53-ის გამოყენებით, რაც საშუალებას მოგვცემს განისაზღვროს სიმსივნის 
მიმდინარეობის პროგნოზი, მკურნალობის ტაქტიკა. 

ონკოლოგიური დაავადება მიჩნეულია  ვენური თრომბოემბოლიზმის (VTE)    დამოუკიდებელ 
და ძირითად რისკ ფაქტორად, რომელიც 4.1-ჯერ ზრდის თრომბოზის განვითარების 
შესაძლებლობას.  გარდა ამისა   VTE  ასოცირდება და ავადობის და სიკვდილიანობის მაღალ 
პოტენციურ რისკთან ონკოლოგიურ პაციენტებში, წარმოადგენს რა სიკვდილიანობის 
მეორე ძირითად მიზეზს და ზრდის მისი განვითარების ალბათობას 2-6 ჯერ.  აღსანიშნავია, 
რომ ვენური თრომბოემბოლიზმის (VTE) მქონე პაციენტთა 20% შეადგენს ონკოლოგიური 
პაციენტები, ხოლო VTE  დაავადებულთა  13% მოდის იმ პაციენტებზე რომლებსაც 
უტარდებათ ქიმიოთერაპია.  გარდა ამისა ონკოლოგიურ პაციენტებში  2- ჯერ  მეტი რისკია 
VTE  განმეორებით განვითარების  და რომელიც  4-ჯერ იზრდება თუ პაციენტები იტარებენ 
ქიმიოთერაპიას. 

კავშირი კიბოსა და ვენურ თრომბოემბოლიზმს შორის პირველად იქნა აღწერილი   
თროუსსეაუ   მიერ მე-19 საუკუნეში (1865), ხოლო შემდგომმა კვლევებმა მრავალჯერ 
დაადასტურეს ეს ჰიპოთეზა.  Aამიტომ აუცილებელია გააზრება, ონკოლოგიურ პაციენტებში 
თრომბოზული გართულების  ნაადრევი მართვის და პროფილაქტიკის. ყურადღება იქნა 
გამახვილებული   თრომბოზის განვითარების პათოგენეზზე  და   ვირხოვის ტრიადის 
თავისებურებებზე ონკოლოგიურ პაციენტებში.   რანდომიზირებულ კვლევებზე  დაყრდნობით   
ნაჩვენებია  ვენური თრმოემბოლიის გამოვლენა პირველადი სიმსივნის სხვადასხვა 
ლოკალიზაციის მიხედვით, ქირურგიული-კიბოთი დაავადებულ პაციენტებში. 

ჩვენ მიმოხილვაში ნაჩვენებია ის ძირითადი პრაქტიკული რეკომენდაციები, რომელიც 
მიჩნეულია ამ პრობლემის  შესაძლო გადაწყვეტის შესახებ. Aამავე დროს  ნაჩვენებია თუ 
რა დაბალია  ამ რეკომენდაციების დაცვა  და აქედან გამომდინარე VTE   პროფილაქტიკა  
ჰოსპიტალიზირებულ პაციენტებში.  ნაჩვენებია  LMVH  ეფექტურობა ონკოლოგიურ 
პაციენტებში  ოპერაციის დროს და მის შემდგომ პერიოდში.  თუ რა მნიშვნელობა აქვს ღრმა 
ვენების თრომბოზის განვითარების რისკის შეფასების შკალის გამოყენებას.  განხილულია   
რანდომიზირებული კვლევების ENOXACAN, ENOXACAN II, CANBESURE, FAME შედეგები  
და Gნაჩვენებია თუ რა მნიშვნელობა აქვს ქიმიოთერაპიის დროს  პროფილაქტიკური 
ანტიკოაგულიანტური თერაპიის გამოყენებას, მისი  დოზირებას და ხანგრძლიობას.  აგრეთვე 
რა  მნიშვნელობა აქვს A.Chorana-ს შკალის გამოყენებას ამ პაციენტებში.  ყურადღება არის 
გამახვილებული ონკოლოგიურ  პაციენტებში   DVT (ღრმა ვენების თრომბოზი) და PE 
(ფილტვის არტერიის თრომბოემბოლია) მართვაზე და ანტიკოაგულიანტური  თერაპიის   
ხანგრძლიობაზე თანამედროვე  გაიდლაინების მიხედვით (10th Edition of the Antithrombotic 
Guideline; CHEST 2016).
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ГЛУБОКОУВАЖАЕМЫЕ ОРГАНИЗАТОРЫ 
И УЧАСТНИКИ КОНГРЕССА, КОЛЛЕГИ!

Разрешите доложить Вам результаты нашего исследования:
 «ЭКЗЕНТЕРАЦИИ МАЛОГО ТАЗА ПРИ РАКЕ ШЕЙКИ МАТКИ»

Частота запущенных форм рака шейки матки (III-IV стадии) остается высоким - 
45,3%. За 2016 год заболеваемость в Республике Узбекистан РШМ составила 
1465 случаев, смертность – 818 случаев.  
При этом 5-летняя выживаемость при 3 стадии составляет 30-35%, при 4 стадии 
– всего лишь 5-7%. 

При лечении местно-распространенных форм РШМ, при рецидивах 
и продолженном росте опухоли после химиолучевой терапии, часто с 
осложненным течением, экзентерация органов малого таза (ЭМТ) является 
«спасительной» операцией.  
Экзентерация (лат. exenterare), Эвисцерация (греч.evisceration)  - дословно 
означает извлекать внутренности, потрошить. 
Исторические аспекты выполнения ЭМТ известны почти всем специалистам 
онкологам.

Как говорил  A.Brunschwig:
«…агрессивному хирургу  устойчивость организма дает возможность 
получить хорошие результаты, где таковые едва ли можно ожидать при 
проведении консервативного лечения…» 
 
«…мои операции «зверские и жестокие», но именно они могут спасти 
жизнь пациенту»
  

Показания и противопоказания к экзентерации органов малого таза. 
Существуют следующие этапы и задачи экзентераций
Продолжительность операций составила от 2 до 7 часов. 
Кровопотеря  - от 400мл до 2000мл крови.
Виды выполненных экзентераций: Супралеваторные и инфралеваторные 
Исследуемые больные были разделены на 4 группы,  48,2% из них пациентки 
среднего возраста.

Морфологически в 86,5% подтвержден плоскоклеточный рак.

Больные распределены в зависимости от полученного лечения до ЭМТ и по 
стадиям, 55,8% составили больные с IIIA-B стадией

Всем больным произведена ЭМТ с подвздошно-аортальной и тазово-
обтураторной лимфодиссекцией. 

Выполнены 3 вида отведения мочи: УКС, операция Бриккера и создание 
гетеротопического мочевого резервуара с аппендикостомией.

Реконструкция тазового дна произведена мышечными лоскутами, большим 
сальником и кожным лоскутом, получен патент на изобретение.

Клинический пример: Больная С., 55 лет. МРТ признаки прорастания шейки 
матки опухоли в заднюю стенку мочевого пузыря. 

Рак шейки матки с прорастанием в прямую кишку.

Примеры больных после ЭМТ

Из осложнений чаще наблюдались пиелонефрит и гнойно-септические 
осложнения, осложнения в динамике. 

Показатели выживаемости больных после экзентераций. 

Выводы исследования.
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